
Cyber-Security:

Attacks, Protection and Impact

Objectives

• Students will understand types of security violations.

• Students will understand types of protections.

• Students will compare negative impacts of different types of attacks.

Journal: 

Describe the “trust model” that the Internet 

was originally designed upon.

List the problems with using the trust model 

now that anybody can access the Internet.
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CyberCrime & CyberWarfare

◼Define cyber crime and cyber warfare. How are 

they different from everyday crime and warfare?

◼cyber crime: https://us.norton.com/cybercrime-definition

◼cyber warfare: http://time.com/3928086/these-5-facts-

explain-the-threat-of-cyber-warfare/ )

https://us.norton.com/cybercrime-definition
http://time.com/3928086/these-5-facts-explain-the-threat-of-cyber-warfare/


Cyber Attacks in the News

◼Read your assigned news article.

◼On a sticky note, record the following information:

◼The type of cyber attack described

◼The impact of the cyber attack

◼Place the sticky note on the board in the appropriate 

place.



Discuss the results

◼What are the different types of attacks?

◼Explain the differences

◼Are there any types more likely to impact 

some groups more than others?



Discussion

Student data, including your courses, 

grades, attendance, home address, and 

birth date, is stored in a database so that 

is easily accessible to teacher, 

administrators, and other staff from any 

computer connected to the Internet.

◼What security concerns does this raise?

◼What can be done to protect student data?



How to secure the data…



Secret Communication

Alice would like to send a message to 

her friend Li in China but wants to 

keep it secret from everybody else.

If Alice sends the message to Li by 

email over the Internet, will her 

message remain secret?



Secret Communication

◼Steganography

◼“Hiding in plain sight”

◼Cryptography

◼Hide the meaning of the message by making the text 

indecipherable

◼“dttfsedhswotatfneaalhcleelee”



Cryptography – 2 Strategies

◼Transposition: 

◼Rearrange the letters in the message.

◼Example: Rail Fence



Cryptography – 2 Strategies

◼Substitution

◼Replace each letter with a letter or symbol.

◼Example: Caesar Cipher



Python Practice

◼Complete the Caesar Cipher program

◼Download and complete the Cipyer.py program online



Homework

◼Cyber Security at Home


